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70%
of Russia’s gas exports to 

the EU were to go by the 

Nord Stream pipelines 

is the record benchmark 
European gas price set on 
August 26, 2022. It was

€27/MWh a year earlier

Nord Stream 
financial investors 

155 bcm 

is the amount invested in the

Nord Stream 1 and 2 pipelines 

is the time needed to build new 

transport facilities for Russia’s 

gas exports to Asia Drop in total Russian gas exports to 

the EU from 2021 to 2022

€18.5

€321/MWh

5-10 years

was the estimated decline in 

the EU’s consumption

of natural gas 2022

10-12%

billion

2021 2022

75 bcm 
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Foreword

Nord Stream – controversial from the start
No commercial logic

Russian gas no longer cheap

Europe divided

German unilateralism

Ticking time bomb
Russian interests

EU countermeasures

Transatlantic tensions

The shale specter

Tug of war continued
The war upends Europe’s gas game

Germany-Russia rift deepens

Germany’s struggle to adjust

Conclusion 

Europe and natural gas Q&A
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30%
was oil’s share in 

the global energy 

mix in 2020. 

Top oil producers 

was briefly the price of WTI crude 
on April 20, 2020, meaning some 
operators were willing to pay for 
oil to be taken off their hands

Oil price levels that Russia 
and Saudi Arabia need to 
balance their respective 
state budgets

-$37.63

$133

less than the price of Brent is 
the discount Russia offered 
buyers of its Urals crude 

was the size of OPEC+’s 
record April 2020 
production cut

was the price of Brent 
crude on March 8, 2022  

9.7 mb/d 
over two years  

a barrel

$30 a barrel

coal

oil

gas

18.9

10.8 10.7

5.5 5.0

(2022, mb/d)

$80.9 

$42 
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Foreword

Covid-19 disruption

OPEC’s miscalculations
The U-turn
Oil producers’ vulnerabilities 
The United States’ resilience 

Premature optimism

Stock market valuations of energy giants 
Gradual rebound
Upgraded forecasts

Ukraine war disruption

Massive volatility: Fears, groping in the dark 
The tall order of sanctioning Russian oil
‘Peak oil demand’ factor 

Energy policy confusion

Politics trump the economics

Outlook 2023: Peering through frosted glass

Trying to squeeze a giant
Enter the Chinese dragon 
Oil markets: Defying expectations, Q&A
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40.6%

71%

of uranium needed in 

the EU comes from 

Russia and Niger

use nuclear power; 

some of them export 

nuclear-generated 

electricity to 

neighbors

10 GW 
of installed electrolysis 

capacity by 2030

75%  
is the share of global GDP of 

economies that seek hydrogen

-driven solutions in their climate 

change mitigation efforts

The EU aims to scale up clean 

hydrogen production to 

The U.S., China, France, Russia 

and South Korea generate

of world
nuclear energy

13 EU member states

$30 billion 

1 million
tons per year  

holds 38% of the global uranium 

enrichment market, 16 percent of the 

nuclear fuel market and 14 percent 

of the uranium mining market  

is the expected cost of the UK’s 

Hinkley C nuclear power station, 

due to open in 2026

Russia’s Rosatom 
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Foreword: New nuclear technologies

Russian uranium dilemma

Can Kazakhstan supplant Russia? 
Risks and opportunities

Innovation may save the day
Could smaller prove better?
Important caveats

Nuclear safety breakthroughs
The third and fourth generations
 

Foreword: The promise of hydrogen
 

Germany’s hydrogen ambition
Weaning hydrogen off fossil fuels
Significant energy loss
 

Emerging global market
Things are moving fast

Energy producers are big on hydrogen, Q&A
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